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EASURING THE 
IMPACT OF 
CURATION 
ACTIVITIES

Data curators turn data submissions into findable, 
reusable products that enable replicability and the  
creation of new knowledge.  In 2017, data 
curation at a large social science data repository 
was restructured to centralize and standardize 
curatorial tasks. This poster examines how the 
restructure has affected data reuse.

• Why was curation restructuring necessary?
• What outcomes have repository staff 

experienced since the curation 
restructuring??

• What curation activities do the repository 
staff find most beneficial for enabling data 
reuse?

Interviews with 32 data repository staff 
members.

Curation Restructuring
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Benefits
• Flexibility in cross-assigning curators to 

different projects to meet repository 
needs (Supervisor_14)

• “Room for professional growth” 
(Supervisor_10)

• Clearer standards and resources to draw 
on (Curator_20)

Challenges
• Standards do not work for all data sets or 

funded projects (Manager_31)
• “Loss of influence over my data 

prioritization” (Director_4)
• Not all curators have experience with the 

different data sets they may work on 
(Curator_16)

• Need to manage data producer 
expectations under new system 
(Manager_26)

Data curation was originally very archive-
specific: each archive had its own 
expectations and curation needs based on 
data producer or funder needs. This resulted 
in curator isolation and lack of flexibility to 
support curation work in other archives.
• “We weren’t very adaptable” when using 

curators on different projects 
(Supervisor_9)

• Different curation processes at each 
archive & “everybody thinking the way that 
they were doing it was the best” 
(Supervisor_10)

• “Our curators were being left behind, they 
weren’t being kept up to date on the latest 
approaches because they were somewhat 
isolated”  (Director_11)

Research Questions

Methodology

Archive Director          
(n= 7)

Archive  
Manager (n=9)

Curation 
Supervisor 

(n=6)

Curator (n=10) Total (n=32)

Metadata 1 3 3 4 11

Repository Codebook 2 4 1 3 10
Statistics Packages 
Options

4 2 - - 6

Question Text 2 2 - 1 5

Variable Labels 2 3 1 2 8

Value Labels - 2 1 2 5

Data Cleaning 2 2 - 2 6

Disclosure Risk Review
3 2 - 3 8

Deposit Review & 
Troubleshooting

1 1 2 5 9

Online Analysis Tool 1 2 - 1 4
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Curation Activities
Repository staff have varied perspectives on what parts of the data curation process are the most beneficial to data 
users. There was consistency about several activities, though archive directors valued the ability to create multiple 
statistical packages highly, the project managers valued the codebook and documentation, the supervisors valued 
the metadata, and the curators valued the deposit review and troubleshooting.

Conclusions
• All stakeholders agree that there was a 

need to reconceptualize curation
• There are several benefits for curators to 

be in a central curation unit 
• Three years after centralization, there are 

still concerns and challenges 
• Archive directors are concerned about 

their lack of control over when their data 
are processed

• Curation supervisors and curators are 
concerned about the data sets which 
still require non-standard curation work

• While all staff want to promote data use, 
repository staff in different roles value 
different specific curation activities
• Archive staff prioritize accessibility 

through metadata and documentation
• Curation staff prioritize usability through 

addressing and documenting  problems
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